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HRWC Bioreserve Project



Goal
● Design a simple web form for volunteers to enter data 

from worksheets
● Create an advanced search function for HRWC 

employees to quickly and easily find information in the 
database

● Optimize database design and remove duplication and 
unnecessary fields

Intended Users
● HRWC Volunteers
● HRWC Employees



Requirements

● Front end needs to be designed for volunteers of 
different computer skill levels

● All fields from the paper worksheets must be included 
on the web form

● All fields need to be searchable by HRWC employees
● Users must have an account and must log in before 

entering data on the website
● The application must support entering multiple 

worksheets for a single site



Process

1. Map current database and worksheet fields
2. Design MySQL database based on required interactions 

and frequent search queries
3. Create wireframes for front end site design and 

interactions
4. Build database
5. Create list of MySQL queries for pulling information from 

the database to the website
6. Create PHP forms for data entry, log in, and search
7. Create Bootstrap templates
8. Incorporate PHP into HTML/Bootstrap









Issues

● HRWC currently uses Access, which doesn't port into 
MySQL well - we created a sample set to use for the 
project, but the rest of their database is still in Access

● The organization uses different worksheets based on 
the type of land being surveyed, all of which contain the 
same sections, but which have different options within 
those sections based on the land type

● Volunteers will likely not be using computers or mobile 
devices to fill out worksheets in the field - information 
from the paper worksheets will need to be entered into 
the system after the fact

● Each site is assigned a score based on the worksheets, 
but because the scoring system is so complex, we were 
unable to automate score calculation



The Site



Questions?


